
Phase 1 Business Description Questionnaire

BUSINESS SUMMARY QUESTIONS 

In the next section, there are 7 short questions which together describe your business, covering the main points 

investors need to understand. 

Please use FULL sentences in answering each question. At the end of this section, you will also see your answers 

collated into a single paragraph. You may edit that paragraph to improve it if you wish, as long as it includes all 

the relevant information from the questions below.  

In answering the question, please describe your CURRENT intentions to the best of your knowledge. We 

understand that some businesses may not yet be completely sure of the answers to these questions, but you 

must answer each question to the best of your knowledge. Incomplete entries will not be accepted.  You may 

change this text later on in the Fish 2.0 process if your ideas evolve. 

1. Name your company and briefly describe the service or product you offer

Describe the service or product. (15 words or less approx) 

e.g: "[My Company] offers/ produces/ develops/is creating/ harvests ____"

2. Briefly describe the target market for your products or services

Describe who are the main customers. (30 words or less approx). 

e.g.: "Customers buying my products are ____ (describe your customer - processors, retailers, community

members, governments, etc.) who seek ____." 

3. What benefit or value does your product or service provide? How is this different from what your

competitors offer right now? 

List the benefit of your product/service, and differentiation from competitors or status quo. (30 words or less 

approx) 

e.g:  "My product/ service is better than my competitors because it ____"  OR

If you have no competitors, state why you are different than the status quo. (e.g. My business has no known 

competitors and is better than the status quo because____") 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
-   Below are the written questions we ask you to enter Fish 2.0. There are also a few multiple choice questions.
-   To enter Fish 2.0, you  MUST register as a competitor on www.fish20.org  and answer these questions online, not on paper.
-   Companies with 3+ years of revenues (Track C) may use existing business summaries instead of answering these questions.
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4. What makes your company strong or special?

List the strongest company attributes.  (25 words or less approx) 

e.g: My company is strong because we have___ (a strong management team, history of success in other ventures,

a patented technology, an innovative approach, etc.)" 

5. How much investment are you seeking at this time? (If unsure, provide an approximate amount.)

List the amount you are seeking and the type of investment (debt/equity) if you know. (20 words or less approx). 

Be sure to specify the currency if not USD. e.g. "We are seeking an investment of US $____ in the form of ____. " 

6. What will you use these funds for?

Explain what you expect will be the main uses of the investment funds you are seeking. (30 words or less approx). 

e.g: We will use these funds to ____"

7. What is the potential for positive social or environmental impact?

(This question is optional, but helpful. Please try to make your best guess, or let us know if you don't 

know.) 

Explain the main social or environmental impact that you think your business might have, mentioning the specific 

fishery or social issue if possible. (30 words or less approx). 

e.g: "My business can make a difference to _______(people, communities, environments, fisheries, supply chains,

etc) by ___________________(Tell us how it will create this impact.)" 

If you do not know if your business can create an impact, then put your best guess here. 

e.g "I believe that my business can create an impact for ____________."




